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Abstract
Recent supernovae (SNe) observations have motivated renewed interest in SN shock breakouts from
stars surrounded by thick winds. In such events the interaction with the wind powers the observed
luminosity, and predictions include observable hard X-rays. Wind breakouts on timescales of a day or
longer are currently the most probable for detection. Here we study the signal that follows such events.
We start from the breakout of the radiation mediated shock, finding that the breakout temperature
can vary significantly from one event to another (104 − 5 × 106 K) due to possible deviation from
thermal equilibrium. In general, events with longer breakout pulse duration, tbo, are softer. We
follow the observed radiation through the evolution of the collisionless shock which forms after the
breakout of the radiation mediated shock. We restrict the study of the collisionless shock evolution
to cases where the breakout itself is in thermal equilibrium, peaking in optical/UV. In these cases the
post-breakout emission contains two spectral components - soft (optical/UV) and hard (X-rays and
possibly soft γ-rays). Right after the breakout pulse X-rays are strongly suppressed, and they carry
only a small fraction of the total luminosity. The hard component becomes harder and its luminosity
rises quickly afterwards, gaining dominance at ∼ 10 − 50 tbo. The ratio of the peak optical/UV to
the peak X-ray luminosity depends mostly on the breakout time. In early breakouts (tbo . 20 d for
typical parameters) they are comparable, while in late breakouts (tbo & 80 d for typical parameters)
the X-rays becomes dominant only after the total luminosity has dropped significantly. In terms of
prospects for X-ray and soft gamma-ray detections, it is best to observe 100-500 days after explosions
with breakout timescales between a week and a month.
1. INTRODUCTION
The breakout of a supernova (SN) shock through the
stellar surface has been an active field of analytic and
numerical research for several decades (e.g. Colgate
1974, Weaver 1976, Falk 1978, Klein & Chevalier
1978, Imshennik et al. 1981, Ensman & Burrows 1992,
Matzner & McKee 1999). Recent advancement of
observational facilities led to the discovery of several
shock breakout candidates (e.g., Campana et al.
2006; Soderberg et al. 2008; Gezari et al. 2008;
Schawinski et al. 2008; Modjaz et al. 2009; Ofek et al.
2010; Gezari et al. 2010; Arcavi et al. 2011) which
motivated a revisit of the theory of shock breakout
(e.g., Chevalier & Fransson 2008; Katz et al. 2010;
Piro et al. 2010; Nakar & Sari 2010; Murase et al.
2011; Katz et al. 2011a; Rabinak & Waxman 2011;
Couch et al. 2011; Nakar & Sari 2011; Chevalier & Irwin
2011; Balberg & Loeb 2011; Moriya & Tominaga 2011).
The main observational challenge posed by shock
breakouts from stellar surfaces is their short duration (no
more than an hour even in the case of a red supergiant).
However, in some cases massive mass loss prior to the
SN explosion can extend the breakout signal, facilitating
its detection. Ofek et al. (2010) and Chevalier & Irwin
(2011) show that a breakout through a thick wind may
occasionally extend long enough to account for the com-
plete SN luminosity light curve, and suggest that at least
some type IIn SNe are in fact powered by such breakouts.
When a star goes through a SN explosion, a radia-
tion mediated shock (RMS) is driven through its enve-
lope, accelerating through the sharp density drop near
the stellar edge (Sakurai 1960). If the star is not sur-
rounded by a thick wind then the shock breaks out of
the stellar surface, producing an intense short pulse of
UV-X-ray photons. If, on the other hand, the star is
surrounded by a wind with an optical depth between the
stellar edge and the observer > c/v, where c is the speed
of light and v is the shock speed, then the shock con-
tinues into the wind without releasing photons to the
observer. At this point the shock starts decelerating and
a reverse-forward shock structure is formed. The reverse
shock is driven into the SN ejecta, which is characterized
by a sharp rise in the amount of energy that is carried
by slower moving material. The reverse shock is driving
an increasing amount of energy into the shocked region,
which keeps accumulating until the wind optical depth
drops to c/v. Beyond this point the wind cannot con-
tain anymore the radiation mediated forward shock and
the shock is breaking out of the wind, releasing all its
energy as an intense pulse. This pulse can contain much
more energy than a wind-less breakout, over timescales
that are much longer. The general properties of a wind
breakout were recently discussed by Ofek et al. (2010)
and Chevalier & Irwin (2011), who find the pulse lumi-
nosity and temperature assuming thermal equilibrium,
and by Balberg & Loeb (2011) who also show how the
progenitor mass and explosion energy can be constrained
by the pulse observational properties.
If the wind density does not fall abruptly, the energy
behind the shock keeps growing after breakout, and the
2characteristic evolution of the resultant signal supplies
an important observational probe for the interaction of
the forward shock with the wind. Katz et al. (2011b)
showed that if the breakout of the RMS occurs within
the wind, i.e. the matter consisting the breakout layer
is spread over a scale comparable to the breakout radius
rather than being concentrated within a thin layer, then
a collisionless shock is bound to develop and replace the
RMS in accelerating the matter ahead. This collision-
less shock heats the immediate post-shock electrons to
kBTe ∼ 60 keV (Katz et al. 2011b; Murase et al. 2011),
where Te is the electron temperature and kB is the Boltz-
mann constant. The cooling processes of these electrons
affect the observed temperature (and possibly the lumi-
nosity evolution), which is further influenced by the in-
terplay between photons and electrons along the photons
diffusion path to the observer.
Here we examine the evolution of the luminosity and
the observed temperature at and following a wind shock
breakout. We consider only breakouts through a wind
that is dense enough to produce a breakout pulse lasting
days or longer, which are easier to detect. We restrict
the discussion on the observed radiation during the colli-
sionless shock evolution to scenarios where the unshocked
electrons ahead of the shock and the radiation that dif-
fuses through them on its way to the observer, are in
thermal equilibrium. This condition implies shock veloc-
ities . 104 km/s, where the exact limiting velocity can
vary with the gas metallicity. Finally, we consider only
cases where the shocks are cooling fast during the en-
tire evolution, i.e., the shock heated plasma cool within
a dynamical time. This condition is satisfied for regu-
lar SNe parameters. We pay attention to hydrodynamic,
diffusion and cooling timescales involved, and show that
the breakout timescale is the most dominant parameter
in determining the post-breakout evolution. We map the
different types of post breakout behaviors and describe
their light curves and spectra evolution.
As this work was near completion, Chevalier & Irwin
(2012) submitted a paper, presenting some of the conclu-
sions derived below in the context of explaining the low
X-ray luminosity of SN 2006gy, observed by Chandra at
an age of 3-4 months. The low luminosity is explained
as the result of three factors: two, which are discussed
in details below, are the domination of inverse Compton
over free-free emission in cooling the hot post-shock elec-
trons, and the energy degradation of the hard free-free
emitted photons over the diffusion path. The third is
photoabsorption of soft X-rays by partially ionized pre-
shock gas. This latter process is not considered in this
work.
2. HYDRODYNAMIC EVOLUTION AND
CHARACTERISTIC SCALES
We consider the interaction of SN ejecta with a dense
stellar wind that follows a standard profile ρw = Dr
−2,
where D is a constant and r is the radius. This wind pro-
file implies τ ∝ r−1, where τ is the optical depth of the
wind at the location of the shock. It also implies a photon
diffusion time scale to the observer, that is independent
of the radius (up to a logarithmic factor), tdiff ∼ κD/c,
where κ is the cross section per unit of mass (throughout
the paper we assume that the gas which dominates the
optical depth is fully ionized, and take κ = 0.34 cm2g−1).
During the interaction, a forward shock is driven into
the wind while a reverse shock is driven into the ejecta.
Chevalier (1982) derives a self similar solution of the
forward-reverse shock structure, assuming that both the
ejecta and the wind density profiles are power-laws:
r(t) ∝ tn−3n−2 (1)
for ρw ∝ r−2 and ρej ∝ v−n. The ejecta density profile
through which the reverse shock is propagating is deter-
mined by the SN shock that crosses the stellar envelope.
The density profile of the fastest moving ejecta can be
approximated by a power-law with an index1 n ≈ 10−12
for all progenitor types. The ejecta density profile flat-
tens towards the slower layers which contain most of the
ejecta mass and energy, (e.g. Matzner & McKee 1999).
As the reverse shock approaches these layers the evolu-
tion is no longer strictly self-similar, but it can be ap-
proximated by the self-similar solution using n = 7 (e.g.,
Chevalier & Irwin 2011, 2012). Given that during the
reverse-forward shock interaction phase n & 7 we here-
after approximate n−3n−2 ≈ 1 during this phase. Finally,
once the reverse shock ends crossing the ejecta only the
forward shock remains, entering a Sedov-Taylor phase if
the shock is adiabatic or a snowplow phase if it is radia-
tive.
The density power-law indices of the ejecta and the
wind are set by the pre-explosion stellar evolution and
are not expected to vary much between various SN pro-
genitors. The difference in the hydrodynamical evo-
lution during the forward-reverse shock phase between
various SNe is set by the two normalization factors
of these density profiles. These could be determined
by two observables such as the duration of the break-
out pulse, tbo, which is set by the wind density only,
tbo ∼ κD/c (Ofek et al. 2010; Chevalier & Irwin 2011;
Balberg & Loeb 2011), and the breakout luminosity Lbo.
Below we present the evolution during the interaction
phase using tbo and the shock breakout velocity vbo, (in-
stead of Lbo) which is related to the observables via
vbo =
(
κ
4picLbot
−1
bo
)1/3
(Balberg & Loeb 2011). The evo-
lution after the interaction phase ends depends on three
parameters and we present it using tbo, the total explo-
sion energy, E, and ejecta mass, Mej .
The breakout from the wind takes place once τbo ≈
c/vbo, where τbo is the wind optical depth to the observer
at the breakout radius. This sets the mass swept by the
shock at the time of the breakout:
mbo ≈
4πc
κ
vbot
2
bo ≈ 5× 10−3M⊙vbo,9t2bo,d , (2)
where vbo,9 =
vbo
109 cm/s and tbo,d =
tbo
1 day . During the
ejecta-wind interaction the wind mass collected by the
forward shock is comparable to the ejecta mass col-
lected by the reverse shock. Therefore, vbo can be
found using the velocity profile of an ejecta released
by a SN explosion (e.g., from Nakar & Sari 2010; here-
after NS10), and requiring that a wind mass collected
1 The mass profile for m ≪ Mej is m ∝ v
−
n˜+1
0.19n˜ where n˜ (not
to be confused with n) is the power-law index of the pre-explosion
stellar density profile near the edge. This profile translates, under
free expansion, to ρej ∝ t−3v
−3−
n˜+1
0.19n˜ , or n ≈ 10 for a radiative
envelope and n ≈ 12 for a convective one
3by the forward shock until the breakout, mbo, is accel-
erated to vbo by the explosion. Equations A2 and A4
from NS10 provide the ejecta velocity profile v(m) ≈
3 · 108cm/s
(
m
Mej
)− 0.19n˜
n˜+1
(
E51
M10
)1/2
, where M10 =
Mej
10M⊙
,
E51 =
E
1051 erg and n˜ (not to be confused with n) is the
power-law index of the pre-explosion stellar density pro-
file near the edge (n˜ = 3 for a fully radiative envelope and
n˜ = 1.5 for a fully convective one). Plugging Equation 2
into this velocity profile we find:
vbo ≈ 109 cm/s M−0.3510 E0.4551 t−0.2bo,d , (3)
where the dependence on n˜ is weak. This equation is
applicable until mbo = Mej . It implies that for typical
SNe (e.g., not extremely high or low E51/M10) and in
the range of tbo that we consider (& 1 day) the breakout
velocity does not vary much. Thus, we consider here only
a narrow range of vbo,9 ≈ 0.3 − 1.5. The upper limit of
this range ensures that shocks that follow breakouts with
timescales of days or longer remain fast cooling (i.e., the
shock heated plasma radiate its energy within a dynam-
ical time) at all times (see section 3.4). When studying
the post breakout evolution we further limit the shock ve-
locity by studying scenarios where the unshocked wind
electrons maintain thermal equilibrium with the diffus-
ing radiation, which typically implies vbo,9 . 1. Note
that since v(m) is independent of the progenitor radius
(the radius determines only the maximal ejecta velocity),
Equation 3 is independent of the radius. Since Equation
3 is also only weakly sensitive to the exact density profile
near the stellar edge, it is applicable to red and blue su-
pergiant as well as Wolf-Rayet progenitors. Thus, if the
shock is breaking out from a thick wind, the wind density
is the parameter that affects the observed radiation the
most, and the progenitor type cannot be identified based
on the light curve alone.
An important time scale, which affects the hydrody-
namic evolution, is the time at which the wind mass col-
lected by the forward shock,m, is comparable to the total
ejecta mass. At that point the reverse shock stops play-
ing a role and the forward shock is slowing down rapidly.
The deceleration rate depends on whether the shock is
adiabatic, or a significant fraction of the post-shock in-
ternal energy is radiated away. If it is adiabatic then the
evolution follows the Sedov-Taylor self similar solution.
If, on the other hand, all the internal energy behind the
shock is radiated within a dynamical time scale, then
the shock enters the so called snowplow phase. We con-
sider only fast cooling shocks, which are in the snowplow
regime when m ≥Mej and t > tbo.
Next we find the time of transition to snowplow, tSP ,
in case that tbo < tSP . Equation 1 for r(t) can also be
applied for the snowplow phase using n = 4 (the Sedov-
Taylor phase matches n = 5)2. Therefore, in case that
tbo < tSP the swept mass after breakout accumulates as
m(t) ≈


mbo
t
tbo
tbo < t < tSP
Mej
(
t
tSP
)1/2
tSP < t
(4)
2 Note that using n = 4 in Equation 1 provides the correct evo-
lution in the snowplow regime, although Chevalier (1982) derived
it for the interaction phase only.
Since the snowplow regime begins once m = Mej , it fol-
lows from Equation 2 that if tbo . 80M
0.75
10 E
−0.25
51 d then
tbo < tSP , where we approximate the shock velocity at
the transition to the snowplow phase with
√
2E/Mej .
The transition time to snowplow phase occurs then at
tSP = 7× 103 t−1bo,dM
3/2
10 E
−1/2
51 d (5)
If m = Mej before breakout, then the evolution follows
a Sedov-Taylor expansion prior to breakout and assumes
a snowplow evolution afterwards. In such case we say
that tSP < tbo and the mass behind the forward shock
accumulates as
m(t) ≈ mbo
(
t
tbo
)1/2
tSP < tbo < t (6)
3. TEMPERATURE AND LUMINOSITY EVOLUTION
3.1. Bolometric luminosity
The bolometric luminosity of a fast cooling shock is
L ≈ 2πr2ρv3 ∝ v3 ∝ t− 3n−2 . Therefore, if the breakout
takes place before tSP then
L(t) ∼


5× 1043 tbo,d v3bo,9
(
t
tbo
)−0.3
erg
s tbo < t≪ tSP
2× 1042 tbo,dM−3/210 E3/251
(
t
tSP
)−1.5
erg
s tSP . t
(7)
while if tbo > tSP then
L(t) ∼ 5×1043 tbo,d v3bo,9
(
t
tbo
)−1.5
erg
s
; tSP < tbo < t.
(8)
Note that once the radiation escape time becomes shorter
than the dynamical time (i.e., after breakout), then as
long as the shock is cooling fast, the bolometric luminos-
ity is simply the kinetic energy flux through the shock.
In contrast to regular SNe, it is independent of the gas
opacity, and thus insensitive to processes such as recom-
bination or to the gas metallicity.
3.2. Breakout temperature
The first signal to be observed is the breakout pulse, re-
leasing over a diffusion time tdiff ∼ tbo the energy accu-
mulated during the interaction with the wind prior to the
breakout. The pre-breakout forward shock is radiation
mediated, but the photons that mediate the shock and
dominate the energy density behind the shock cannot
escape before breakout. As the breakout occurs, these
photons start leaking towards the observer and their ob-
served temperature is set by their interaction with the
unshocked wind through which they diffuse.
The unshocked wind is heated by the diffusing radi-
ation. It produces photons, mostly by free-free, which
share energy with the diffusing radiation. The break-
out temperature is therefore set by the ability of the
unshocked wind to produce photons over the radiation
diffusion time. The radiation energy density at any
point along the diffusion path is ǫrad ∼ Lτcr2 . We define
TBB ≡ (ǫrad/a)1/4 , where a is the radiation constant.
If photons are abundant enough behind the shock and
the radiation is in thermal equilibrium, then the photon
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Fig. 1.— The observed breakout temperature as a function of
the breakout velocity for tbo = 20 d, demonstrating the strong
effect of deviation from thermal equilibrium on the observed tem-
perature. Departure from equilibrium is indicated by arrows. The
solid line assumes photons are produced solely by free-free emission
(low metallicity). The relatively small range of relevant velocities
0.3 < vbo,9 < 1.5 corresponds to a range spanning over 2.5 orders
of magnitude in temperature, 104K < Tbo < 5×10
6K. The dashed
line assumes a bound-free opacity ten times that of free-free, re-
sulting in departure from thermal equilibrium at higher velocity
and lower breakout temperatures. The latter is because thermal
equilibrium is kept farther ahead of the shock, thereby reducing
the observed temperature, although the shock temperature is in-
dependent of the opacity.
temperature at the shock is TBB. The observer is see-
ing, however, a lower temperature. The reason is that
thermal equilibrium is also kept at radii that are larger
than the shock radius and τ is lower, where the radiation
energy density is lower. Thus, the observed temperature
is set by the radiation energy density at the largest ra-
dius at which thermal equilibrium is kept. If, in contrast,
the photons at the shock are out of thermal equilibrium,
then the observed temperature can be much higher than
TBB, and is set by the number of photons that are gen-
erated over the diffusion time. This process is the same
one as in the case of a shock breakout from a stellar sur-
face where no wind is present, and is discussed in length
in Katz et al. (2010) and NS10.
Assuming that photons and electrons in the unshocked
wind have the same temperature, the observed temper-
ature can be determined using the coupling coefficient
η ≡ 5 × 10−36T 3.5BBρ−2t−1diff defined in NS10, where all
quantities are in c.g.s. units. Here η is the ratio of the
photon density needed to maintain thermal equilibrium
to the photons produced per unit of volume during the
diffusion time, assuming that the electrons’ temperature
is TBB. This value of η assumes that free-free emission
dominates photon production. If bound-free opacity for
TBB photons, κbf , is higher than free-free opacity, κff ,
then η is lower by the factor κbf/κff (see discussion in
NS10). When the value of η at the shock radius is ηs < 1,
the radiation is in thermal equilibrium and the temper-
ature is set by the electrons at the radius where3 η = 1.
At breakout, aT 4BB/3 = (6/7)ρw,bov
2
bo, implying
TBB,bo =
(
18c
7κatbo
)1/4
≈ 105t−1/4bo,d K, (9)
and yielding4
ηbo ≈ 5
(
1 +
κbf
κff
)−1
v4bo,9t
1/8
bo,d, (10)
where free-free is assumed to be the main source of
photons, (and absorption opacity). At any given time
η ∝ r11/8, implying that if ηbo ≪ 1, then the observed
temperature of the breakout pulse is TBB,boη
6/11
bo , yield-
ing an observed breakout temperature
Tbo,obs(ηbo < 1) ≈ 2×104
(
1 +
κbf
κff
)− 6
11
(
vbo
3000 kms
)2.2
t−0.2bo,d K.
(11)
In contrast, when ηbo ≫ 1, then the observed breakout
temperature is much higher than TBB and is given by
TBB,boη
2
boξ
−2 (Equation 13 in NS10). This equation is
implicit since the factor ξ depends on TBB,bo. ξ is a log-
arithmic factor which accounts for the contribution of
inverse Compton in bringing the temperature closer to
thermal equilibrium (ξ always ≥ 1). It is discussed in
length in NS10 and its value is ∼ 1 at low temperatures
(. 106 K) and ∼ 10 at high temperatures (& 107 K).
In the scenario that we discuss here the calculation of
ξ is slightly modified compared to the one described in
NS10, where the softest photon that is thermally cou-
pled to the electrons is set by the requirement that its
energy is doubled before it is absorbed by free-free (see
their Equation 11). Here, where the optical depth of the
wind can be low enough, the limiting factor may become
instead the low Compton y-parameter of the wind. In
our calculations below we use both requirements (high
enough y-parameter and no free-free absorption) to find
the softest photons that are coupled by IC to the elec-
trons.
Figure 1 depicts the observed breakout temperature
as a function of the breakout velocity for tbo = 20 d.
The solid line describes a wind composition such that
photons production (and absorption) is dominated by
free-free emission. In that case the critical breakout ve-
locity, above which thermal equilibrium cannot be main-
tained, is ≈ 7000 km s−1. It is evident that Tbo,obs de-
pends strongly on deviation from thermal equilibrium,
3 We assume here that the Thompson cross section is larger than
the free-free absorption cross section and that τ > 1. This is true
during the breakout and later while the soft component is dominant
4 Note that calculating η for the configuration of a wind breakout
is slightly different than in the steady state planar case discussed
by Weaver (1976) and Katz et al. (2010). The reason is that in a
steady state shock photons that are diffusing from the downstream
back to the shock, over the shock crossing time, are produced by
a mass that is larger by the shock compression ratio, 7 in this
case, than the mass in the shock transition layer. In the case
of a wind breakout the mass behind the shock is comparable to
the mass in the shock transition layer at the time of breakout.
Therefore ηbo is larger by a factor of ≈7 compared to the one that
is calculated for the same shock velocity in steady state. As a
result the radiation behind the wind breakout shock falls out of
thermal equilibrium already when the shock exceeds 7000 kms−1
(for κbf < κff ) instead of 15,000 km s
−1 in the steady state case.
5rising by more than an order of magnitude when vbo is
increased by a factor of 2. Thus, for vbo,9 = 0.3 we find
Tbo,obs ≈ 104 K while if vbo,9 = 1.5 then Tbo,obs ≈ 5× 106
K. The effect of high metallicity is demonstrated by the
dashed line in Figure 1, describing the observed break-
out temperatures in case that κbf/κff = 10 (and ηbo is
smaller by that factor). Evidently, a higher metallicity
implies a thermal equilibrium also at higher velocities.
Note, that Tbo,obs at which thermal equilibrium breaks
is almost independent of the exact opacity (5 × 104 K
in Figure 1). It also depends weakly on tbo and is al-
ways < 105 K. Since the velocity range that we consider
here is exactly at the point where thermal equilibrium is
marginal, we expect some of the breakouts in this range
to be in equilibrium with Tbo,obs ∼ 104 − 105 K, there-
fore bright in optical/UV, and some to be out of thermal
equilibrium with Tbo,obs > 10
6 K, bright in soft X-rays,
but faint in optical.
3.3. Post breakout evolution
Following breakout, the collisionless shock that de-
velops heats protons to high temperatures. The pro-
tons then transfer heat to electrons, which are cooled
by radiation. The balance between the electrons heat-
ing and cooling rates sets the electron temperature, dur-
ing the post-shock cooling process (Katz et al. 2011b;
Murase et al. 2011). The breakout balance temperature
is5 ∼ 60 keV, independent of the shock velocity. If
the protons temperature, kBTp ≈ 316mpv2 ≈ 200v29 keV
where mp is the proton mass, is lower than the implied
balance temperature, then Te ∼ Tp. Thus
kBTe,bo ∼ min
[
200v2bo,9, 60
]
keV. (12)
It is straight forward to show that after breakout Te ap-
proaches Tp (if they where not similar already at break-
out). Now, since we consider vbo,9 = 0.3 − 1.5, the elec-
tron and proton temperatures are not very different al-
ready during the breakout, and at t < tSP the proton
and electron temperatures are approximately constant.
At t > tSP the proton temperature drops, and Te follows
it. Therefore, the electron temperature can be approxi-
mated as
kBTe(t) ∼
{
60 keV t < tSP
20E51M
−1
10
(
t
tSP
)−1
keV t > tSP
.
(13)
While the electrons behind the collisionless shock are
hot, the observed radiation at the breakout, and soon
after it, is much softer (Chevalier & Irwin 2012). The
reason is that energy of the shocked electrons is de-
posited into photons that diffuse through the optically
thick colder gas that lies ahead of the shock. During the
5 This equation assumes that the shock does not couple the elec-
trons to the protons and that the electron heating is by Coulomb
interactions. In this case the electrons Coulomb heating and ra-
diative cooling are both proportional to protons kinetic energy and
the resultant electrons balance temperature is independent of the
shock velocity. If instead the shock couples the electrons to the
protons then electrons are heated by the shock to Tp and then cool
down until the radiative cooling and Coulomb heating is balanced.
Since the difference between Tp and Te is not large under any of
the two scenarios their predictions for the observed signature are
similar.
diffusion, the temperature of hard photons is reduced via
Compton scattering on the unshocked, lower tempera-
ture, wind electrons. Moreover, the outgoing radiation
heats the unshocked gas along the diffusion path, which
in turn produces photons via free-free and bound-free
emission. In the case that we consider here the gas ahead
of the shock is in thermal equilibrium and its tempera-
ture is in the optical-UV range. The generated optical-
UV photons dominate the radiation energy density and
are the main cooling source, via inverse Compton (IC) of
the hot shocked electrons. Thus, the energy in hard pho-
tons, which are emitted by free-free emission of the hot
shocked electrons, is suppressed farther by the free-free
to IC cooling rate ratio.
Hence, if the electrons of the unshocked wind maintain
thermal equilibrium with the diffusing radiation (not to
be confused with the hot post-shock electrons that are
always out of thermal equilibrium) the observed spec-
trum which follows the breakout pulse will have two dis-
tinct components, a soft one and a hard one. Photons
of the softer component, which dominates the luminos-
ity at early times, are produced by the unshocked elec-
trons and their main energy source is IC over the hot
shocked electrons. The hot electrons themselves radiate
hard free-free photons at Te. The observed temperature
of these hard photons is determined by the energy loss of
a single photon while it diffuses out of the wind and their
fraction of the total luminosity is set by the product of
this energy loss and the free-free to IC cooling rate ratio.
Below we describe the temperature evolution of the soft
component, Tsoft, and the temperature and luminosity
of the hard component, Thard and Lhard, while Tsoft is
in thermal equilibrium.
3.3.1. Soft component
The shock-heated electrons and protons are confined to
a narrow layer behind the shock. Although they are the
source of the observed luminosity, they do not necessarily
set the typical photon temperature. This temperature
is set during the diffusion of the photons towards the
observer through the unshocked wind, as long as it is
optically thick6.
The electrons of the unshocked wind are much colder
than the ∼ 60 keV electrons immediately behind the
shock. These unshocked electrons are heated by the dif-
fusing radiation, and they produce photons which share
energy with the diffusing radiation. During the early evo-
lution after the breakout, the major part of the ∼ 60 keV
electrons layer cooling occurs as photons produced by the
unshocked electrons diffuse back into the hot electrons
layer behind the shock, and heat up by inverse Comp-
ton over this hot layer. These upscattered photons also
serve during this stage as the main heating source of the
6 Fast cooling dictates that the shocked plasma is cooling, form-
ing a dense cold layer behind the hot shock heated plasma. This
cold layer does not affect the observed soft component. The rea-
son is that after the breakout the photons escape on a time that
is shorter than the dynamical time, and therefore the energy den-
sity behind the shock is not dominated by radiation. Since the
shock is radiative the shocked plasma is compressed to keep the
pressure balance and once free-free cooling becomes dominant, its
cooling rate increases with the compression and a run-away cool-
ing decouples the plasma temperature from the rest of the system,
preventing it from contributing a significant number of photons to
the radiation field that cools the shock heated plasma.
6unshocked electrons, through absorption of photons with
similar temperature, and possibly also through Compton
collisions with photons upscattered to mec
2/τ2, where
Compton losses are substantial. The balance between
the heating and the cooling of the unshocked electrons
determines their temperature.
If unshocked electrons are able to produce a sufficient
amount of photons during the available diffusion time,
then the diffusing radiation is in thermal equilibrium.
The condition for thermal equilibrium during the post-
breakout evolution is similar to that during the break-
out, namely η < 1. Thermal equilibrium also implies
that each photon with T ∼ TBB is absorbed at least
once during its diffusion through the unshocked elec-
trons. This ensures that the unshocked electrons and
the diffusing photons share a single temperature and the
observed temperature is simply TBB at the outermost
layer that can maintain thermal equilibrium, namely the
layer where η = 1. At breakout, the blackbody temper-
ature of the diffusing radiation just ahead of the shock
is TBB,s = TBB,bo, and the thermal coupling coefficient
of the electrons at this location is ηs = ηbo. Following
the breakout TBB and ηs (both measured at the shock
radius) evolve as
TBB,s(t) ∝
(
Lτ
r2
)1/4
∝ t−3/4, (14)
independent of n, and
ηs(t) ∝
T 3.5BB,s
ρ2
∝ T 3.5BBr4 ∝


t1 n = 12
t0.6 n = 7
t−0.6 n = 4
. (15)
The evolution of the observed soft component temper-
ature (TBB where η = 1) while thermal equilibrium is
maintained is therefore:
Tsoft(t, ηs < 1) ∝ TBB,sη6/11s ∝


t−0.2 n = 12
t−0.45 n = 7
t−1.1 n = 4
.
(16)
Thus, while ηs < 1, the observed temperature decreases
slowly at t < tSP and it drops linearly with t during
the snowplow phase for as long as kBTsoft & 6, 000 K,
beyond which recombination takes place and the temper-
ature drop stops.
The main difference between the scenario discussed
above (ηs < 1), and the one in which the radiation
ahead of the shock deviates from thermal equilibrium, i.e.
ηs > 1, is that absorption of the photons that carry most
of the luminosity by unshocked electrons stops playing a
role. This has two important implications. First, the en-
ergy of a single photon can significantly grow by IC over
the shocked hot electrons without being absorbed. The
limit on the observed energy of such IC upscattered pho-
tons is set by three factors: Compton losses at mec
2/τ2,
escape time from the system and photoabsorption of ex-
treme UV/soft X-rays by partially ionized pre-shock met-
als. Second, the coupling between the diffusing photons
and unshocked electrons is done by Compton scattering
only. This implies, in the parameter space that we con-
sider, that the unshocked electrons and diffusing photons
cannot maintain a single, well defined temperature. As
a result the photons produce a non trivial spectrum be-
tween the temperature of the unshocked electrons and
mec
2/τ2 and there may be no clear distinction between
soft and hard components. Calculating the exact ob-
served photon spectrum in that case is beyond the scope
of this paper.
In general, our analysis of the soft component is not
applicable anymore when the first of the following three
takes place: (i) recombination becomes important, at
which point Tsoft ≈ 6000 K (ii) the hard component car-
ries most of the luminosity (which always precedes the
inapplicability of the diffusion approximation due to low
wind optical depth) (iii) ηs > 1.
3.3.2. Hard component
The soft component is accompanied by harder photons,
which can be generated by the hot electrons behind the
shock in two ways, (i) free-free emission (ii) repeated
IC upscatter of photons from the soft component. The
total energy in IC upscattered photons is exponentially
suppressed when ηs < 1, since only photons at the ex-
ponential tail of Tsoft can be upscattered significantly
before being absorbed by electrons with Tsoft. It may be
suppressed farther at T ≫ Tsoft by photoabsorption of
partially ionized metals ahead of the shock. We therefore
consider here only hot electrons’ free-free emission. At
breakout, the main cooling source of the hot electrons is
IC of soft photons, yielding a free-free to IC emissivity
ratio (c.f. Chevalier & Irwin 2012):
εff,bo
εIC,bo
=
αne
(
mec
2
)3/2
4
√
kBTeǫrad
≈ 10−2v−2bo,9, (17)
where ǫrad ≈ ρv2/2 at breakout. After the breakout, as
long as τ > 1,
εff
εIC
(t) ∝ 1
T 1/2v3 τ
∝
{
t t < tSP
t2.5 t > tSP
. (18)
Therefore, IC remains the dominant cooling source for
a long time after the breakout, suppressing the emission
of hard photons. But even the hard photons that are
emitted at Te are not seen directly by the observer as
long as the wind optical depth is significant. Compton
losses during their diffusion towards the observer limit
their energy to mec
2/τ2 and farther reduces the lumi-
nosity of the hard component by a factor τ2Te/mec
2
(Chevalier & Irwin 2012). Therefore, the observed tem-
perature of the hard photons is
Thard(t) = min
[
mec
2
kBτ2
, Te(t)
]
. (19)
The luminosity of hard photons, counting only contri-
bution of free-free emission of the hot shocked electrons,
is:
Lhard(t) ∼ L(t)
Thard(t)
Te(t)
min
[
1,
εff
εIC
(t)
]
. (20)
Equations 13, 17, 19 and τbo = c/vbo imply that when
the breakout is at thermal equilibrium, this luminosity is
always
Lhard,bo ∼ 10−4Lbo. (21)
7Equations 7 and 18 implies that at t < tSP , while
Lhard ≪ L, it first evolves rapidly and then slows down,
within the range :
Lhard(t < tSP ) ∝ t2.5 → t. (22)
If the hard component is still subdominant during the
transition to the snowplow phase, or if the breakout takes
place during this phase, then its fraction out of the to-
tal luminosity rises quickly and multiplying this fraction
with L(t):
Lhard(t > tSP ) ∝ t3 → t0.5, (23)
until it becomes comparable to the bolometric luminos-
ity.
Finally, Equation 20 shows that right after breakout
the hard photons from the hot electron’s free-free emis-
sion carries only a tiny fraction (∼ 10−4) of the bolomet-
ric luminosity (which is seen in optical /UV). It implies,
that even though the contribution of repeated IC scatter-
ing of Tsoft photons is strongly suppressed, it may still
dominate the luminosity of the hard component. There-
fore, while ηs ≪ 1 implies, Lhard,bo ≪ Lbo, the fraction
may be higher than 10−4 right after the breakout.
3.4. Criterion for fast cooling
We assumed above that the shocked plasma is cool-
ing fast (within a dynamical time). Here we find when
this assumption holds. A sufficient requirement for fast
cooling is that free-free emission cools the hot electrons
over a dynamical time. In case the Compton y-parameter
drops below unity, it is also a necessary condition. The
free-free cooling time at breakout is much shorter than
the dynamical time for our considered range of vbo:
tffcool,bo
tbo
≈ 1
25
v4bo,9T
−1/2
e,60 (24)
Past breakout, it evolves as
tffcool
t
∝ v2n−1e T−1/2e t−1 ∝


t0.6 n = 12
t0.2 n = 7
t−0.5 n = 4
(25)
Thus, if the shock is cooling fast at tSP then it continues
to cool fast also later. Requiring tffcool(tSP )/tSP < 1 and
taking tffcool/t ∝ t0.6 (n = 12) all the way from breakout
to tSP shows that the shock enters the snowplow phase
cooling fast as long as tbo & 6v
10/3
bo,9 M
3/4
10 E
−1/4
51 d. This
calculation over estimates the minimal tbo in equation
25 by a factor of ∼ 3 since n varies from n . 12 at
breakout to n ≈ 4 at tSP . Therefore, in the range of
breakout velocities that we consider, the shock is always
fast cooling for breakout times that are days or longer.
4. LIGHT CURVES OF THE DIFFERENT REGIMES
The light curve and spectral evolution depend on three
time scales. The first two are tbo and tSP , which affect
the hydrodynamics. The third timescale, which we de-
note thard, marks the time at which the hard component
becomes the dominant one, thus affecting the spectral
evolution. For breakout times of a day or longer, the or-
der of appearance of these three characteristic timescales
depends primarily on the breakout time tbo.
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Fig. 2.— A breakout within the snowplow regime, with tbo = 70
d and v9,bo = 0.4 (matching E51 = 1.65 and mbo = 10M⊙), show-
ing a very bright flash in the optical-UV, with a comparable rise
time (not seen in the figure) and fall time. The temperature of
the soft component (calculated for κbf ≤ κff ) and the bolomet-
ric luminosity (solid lines) decline as t−1.1 and t−1.5 respectively.
Temperature decline stops around 6000 K, where recombination
starts playing an important role. The luminosity of hard photons
that are generated by free-free emission of the hot shocked electron
and their temperature (dashed red lines) are strongly suppressed
around the breakout (see text). ≥ keV photons are observed only
more than a year after the explosion. The breakout time and ve-
locity are chosen to fit the observation of SN 2006gy.
Since at breakout the hard component is always a small
fraction of the total luminosity, tbo < thard, the evolu-
tion depends on the location of tSP with respect to tbo
and thard. One regime is tSP < tbo < thard. The cri-
terion for this regime was found in section 2. When
tbo < tSP , there are two additional regimes, separated
by the limiting case of tSP = thard. In order to find
the separating criterion we use Equation 20. thard is
the earliest time that satisfies Lhard ≈ L, namely that
both τ2 ≈ mec2/kBTe and εff ≈ εIC are satisfied.
Setting tSP = thard the condition τ
2 ≈ mec2/kBTe,
which is the last to be satisfied for typical parame-
ters, implies τ ≈ 5E1/251 M−1/210 , where we used v(tSP ) ≈√
2E/Mej and Equation 13. Using Equation 5 and set-
ting τ = 5E
1/2
51 M
−1/2
10 one finds that tSP = thard when
tbo,d ≈ 20M0.7510 E−0.2551 . We thus obtain the following
three regimes with respect to tSP :
tSP < tbo tbo,d & 80M
0.75
10 E
−0.25
51
tbo < tSP < thard 20M
0.75
10 E
−0.25
51
. tbo,d . 80M
0.75
10 E
−0.25
51
tbo < thard < tSP 1 . tbo,d < 20M
0.75
10 E
−0.25
51
(26)
These regimes roughly match initial (breakout) n values
of 4, 7 and 12, respectively. Below we discuss the lumi-
nosity and spectral evolution in each of these regimes.
4.1. Late breakout (tSP < tbo)
tbo,d & 80M
0.75
10 E
−0.25
51
If the progenitor went through an extreme mass loss
episode just prior to the explosion, the mass in the wind
8can be larger than the ejecta mass. In such a scenario the
breakout may take place weeks to months after the explo-
sion, near the time that, or even after, the reverse shock is
exhausted. The entire explosion energy is released then
around tbo. If the ejecta is several solar masses with
∼ 1051 erg, the breakout velocity is 3000− 5000 km s−1.
At these velocities ηs < 1 throughout the evolution even
for κbf ≤ κff , implying a very bright optical-UV flash,
with a comparable rise time and fall time, and a typi-
cal temperature of ∼ 1− 5× 104 K. Following breakout,
the luminosity and temperature of the soft component
decline as t−1.5 and t−1.1 respectively. The tempera-
ture decline stops around 6000 K, where recombination
starts playing an important role. The breakout free-free
hard component is strongly suppressed, (∼ 10−4 of the
total luminosity) by the IC cooling dominance and the
high wind optical depth. Contribution of IC photons
to the hard component may dominate over free-free at
early time, but since ηs ≪ 1 their luminosity will still
be much lower than Lbol. Moreover, the temperature of
hard photons is limited during the breakout to . 0.1 keV
by Compton loses during the diffusion through the un-
shocked wind (Chevalier & Irwin 2012). The hardness
and luminosity of the hard component rise following the
breakout, but a significant emission above 1 keV starts
only at ∼ 10tbo. Luminous hard X-ray emission is ex-
pected in this regime only if the breakout velocity is
high, which requires either a low ejecta mass ∼ M⊙
or a very high energy explosion ∼ 1052 erg. Figure 2
depicts the luminosity and temperature evolution of a
breakout near the snowplow phase with tbo = 70 d and
v9,bo = 0.4 where the evolution discussed above is seen.
The breakout time scale and velocity fit the observations
of SN 2006gy (Ofek et al. 2007; Smith et al. 2007), which
was suggested by Chevalier & Irwin (2011) to be a shock
breakout through a wind. The luminosity and tempera-
ture of the dominating soft component of SN 2006gy are
recovered with these tbo and vbo. Similarly to the conclu-
sion of Chevalier & Irwin (2012), we find a strongly sup-
pressed X-ray luminosity, with keV photons appearing
only years after the explosion (assuming that the shock
does not encounter the edge of the wind at an earlier
time).
Note that already during the breakout the mass of the
wind is comparable to the mass of the ejecta, and the
mass accumulated by the shock grows as t1/2. Therefore,
if the wind mass is not much larger than the ejecta mass,
the shock encounters the end of the massive wind not too
long after tbo.
4.2. Early breakout, (tbo < thard < tSP )
1 . tbo,d . 20M
0.75
10 E
−0.25
51
If breakout occurs early the shock velocity is larger,
ranging from 5,000-10,000 km s−1 for typical SNe. For
low metallicity, i.e. κbf ≤ κff , the breakout emission is
at a marginal thermal equilibrium and a breakout tem-
perature in the range 104 − 106 K is expected for SNe
with typical energy and ejecta mass. Figure 3 depicts the
luminosity and temperature of the soft and hard compo-
nents in a breakout with tbo = 10 d and vbo = 5, 000
km s−1. If metallicity is low, the soft component is in
marginal thermal equilibrium during breakout, ηbo = 0.3,
resulting in Tbo,obs ≈ 25, 000 K. Following the breakout
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Fig. 3.— Early breakout of tbo = 10 d and vbo = 5, 000 km s
−1,
where tSP is calculated for E51 = 1 andM10 = 1.25. The Bolomet-
ric luminosity and soft component temperature are marked with
solid lines. The temporal decay of the bolometric luminosity is
shifted from t−0.3 (n=12) to t−0.6 (n=7) at 0.1tSP , to account for
the flattening of the ejecta profile once m approaches Mej . Such a
breakout may explain SNe like PTF 09uj (Ofek et al. 2010). Tsoft
is plotted for two different absorption opacities. When κbf ≤ κff
(low metallicity) then ηbo = 0.3 and Tsoft decreases slowly before
thermal equilibrium is broken at day 25 (where we stop following
it). In case that κbf = 10κff (higher metallicity) then ηbo = 0.03
and Tsoft remains in thermal equilibrium until the soft component
becomes negligible. The luminosity and temperature of the hard
photons are marked with dashed lines. The luminosity includes
only contribution from hot shocked electrons’ free-free emission,
which is very faint at first, and becomes brighter and harder quickly
to dominate the flux from day 200 and on. Contribution from IC
photons (not included in the hard component here) may be im-
portant at early time, especially in case that κbf ≤ κff where
thermal equilibrium is marginal. This may result in significant X-
ray emission also earlier than day 200. Such events make excellent
candidates for X-ray searches ∼100-300 d after the SN explosion
and possibly even earlier.
ηs increases roughly linearly with time, implying that
it becomes harder for the radiation to maintain thermal
equilibrium. As a result Tsoft declines very slowly until
day 25, when thermal equilibrium cannot be maintained
anymore. If κbf = 10κff , then ηbo = 0.03 and Tsoft re-
mains in thermal equilibrium until the soft component
becomes negligible. In that case Tbo,obs ≈ 10, 000 K, and
Tsoft decreases slowly after breakout towards recombina-
tion temperature. Hard photons from free-free emission
carry a very small fraction of the bolometric luminosity
at first (only ∼ 10−4), and thus hard IC photons may
dominae the hard component at early times (especially
when κbf ≤ κff and the thermal coupling is weak). The
temperature of hard photons is limited after breakout to
∼ 0.5 keV. The hard component becomes brighter and
harder quickly, with hard X-rays and soft gamma-rays
dominating the flux after 200 days (and possibly earlier
if IC produces hard photons efficiently when ηs > 1).
Since the luminosity decays slowly before tSP , these
events are good candidates for X-ray searches ∼100-300
day after the SN explosion, when >keV photons must
dominate the luminosity and before the snowplow phase
starts. Finally, the luminosity increases with breakout
time. Therefore, breakouts with larger tbo (which are
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Fig. 4.— An intermediate regime breakout, of tbo = 30 d and
vbo = 5, 000 km s
−1. tSP is calculated for E51 = 1 and M10 = 1
and Tsoft calculated for κbf ≤ κff . The transition to the snow-
plow phase happens at day ≈ 230, while the hard component gains
dominance only after this transition, reaching a lower luminos-
ity and softer X-ray temperatures compared to those of the early
regime. If the breakout is early enough, so that thard ∼ tSP , such
events produce the brightest X-ray luminosity among all the cases.
Notations are similar to figures 2 and 3.
still in this regime) produce brighter X-ray events.
Early breakout may explain SN PTF 09uj, as suggested
by Ofek et al. (2010). The breakout temperature and
luminosity of the case depicted in figure 3 are consistent
with the observations (Ofek et al. 2010).
4.3. Intermediate breakout time, (tbo < tSP < thard)
20M0.7510 E
−0.25
51 . tbo,d . 80M
0.75
10 E
−0.25
51
Figure 4 presents the luminosity and temperature of
an intermediate case, where the breakout takes place be-
fore the transition to the snowplow phase, but the hard
component may become dominant only after this tran-
sition. The properties of the breakout and the emission
that follows soon after it are similar to those described
in the early breakout case. The main difference from the
early breakout case is that the hard component may not
dominate the luminosity at tSP and by the time that it
does, the luminosity may already be dropping fast. If
the breakout is early enough and thard ∼ tSP , then the
X-ray luminosity must be high. In fact these events pro-
duce the brightest X-ray luminosity among all the cases
discussed in this paper.
5. SUMMARY
We examine the emission from a shock breakout
through a thick wind. We restrict our exploration to
breakout time scales that are days or longer, which are
easier to detect, and velocities in the range 3,000-15,000
km s−1, as expected for typical SNe. We further restrict
our focus to cases where thermal equilibrium prevails
during the evolution of the collisionless shock. For low
metallicities this restriction reduces the shock velocities
of interest to the lower part of the above range. We con-
sider a standard wind profile ρw ∝ r−2, that is extended
beyond the breakout radius. Following the breakout,
the internal energy in these systems is dominated by
the wind material that is heated by the forward shock
(Chevalier & Irwin 2011; Balberg & Loeb 2011), which
makes a transition from a radiation mediated shock to a
collisionless shock at the breakout (Katz et al. 2011b).
Our main conclusions are listed below.
(i) The breakout and following emission are very lu-
minous. In the regime that we explore, the shocked
plasma is always cooling fast (see the exact condition
in section 3.4), converting all the shock luminosity into
radiation. Therefore, if the wind mass is comparable
to, or larger than, the ejecta mass, then all the SN ki-
netic energy is radiated away. If the wind mass, Mw
is smaller than Mej then the energy radiated during the
interaction is∼ EMw/Mej . This result supports the sug-
gestion by Chevalier & Irwin (2011) that at least some
ultra-luminous type IIn SNe are such breakouts.
(ii) As long as photons that diffuse ahead of the shock
maintain thermal equilibrium with the unshocked gas,
the post-breakout emission is composed of two spec-
tral components - soft and hard. The electrons be-
hind the collisionless shock are heated to temperatures
of ∼ min
[
60, 200v29
]
keV (Katz et al. 2011b). The soft
component is generated by the unshocked gas ahead of
the shock, while the hard component is generated by the
hot shocked electrons via free-free emission and IC of a
small fraction of the soft photons.
(iii) The soft component may or may not be in ther-
mal equilibrium during the breakout, even in the narrow
velocity range of 3,000-15,000 km s−1. Thermal equi-
librium is expected for all slower breakouts . 7, 000
km s−1, and also for faster breakouts if there is a signif-
icant bound-free absorption (i.e., high metallicity). The
breakout is then bright in optical/UV, with a temper-
ature of 104 − 105 K. In faster shocks that are out of
thermal equilibrium the breakout temperature can be as
high as 5× 106 K. In that case, the breakout X-rays can
be much brighter than the optical/UV.
(iv) If thermal equilibrium is maintained ahead of
the shock the hard component is suppressed as long
as IC cooling is more efficient than free-free cooling
(Chevalier & Irwin 2012). In that case hard photons
from free-free emission of hot electrons behind the for-
ward shock carry at the breakout only ∼ 10−4 of the
soft component energy. The luminosity of hard photons
from IC over the same electrons may be higher, but it is
also a small fraction of the bolometric luminosity. The
hard component luminosity rises quickly after breakout.
It becomes dominant at ∼ 10− 50tbo.
(v) The temperature of the hard component is mec
2/τ2,
which at breakout is 0.1−1 keV. It rises as t2 after break-
outs with tbo . 80 d and as t for longer breakouts.
The post-breakout evolution can be divided into three
regimes according to the breakout time. (i) Late break-
outs (typically tbo > 80 d) are very bright in optical/UV
and for typical parameters are very dim in X-rays at early
time. ∼ 1 keV X-rays peak around 20tbo, carrying only
∼ 10−2 of the breakout energy. (ii) Early breakout (typ-
ically 1 < tbo < 20 d) bolometric luminosity is lower and
it can be either in or out of thermal equilibrium for typ-
ical parameters. If it is out of thermal equilibrium the
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emission can be bright in X-rays soon after the break-
out (and possibly dim in optical/UV). If it is in thermal
equilibrium then X-rays are suppressed after the break-
out, but their luminosity and hardness rises quickly to
gain dominance, at most at t ∼ 20tbo. (iii) Intermedi-
ate breakouts (typically 20 d < tbo < 80 d) are typically
in thermal equilibrium and are therefore bright in opti-
cal/UV while X-ray emission is suppressed at breakout.
But, ∼ 1 − 10 keV X-rays become dominant at most at
t ∼ 20tbo with a luminosity that may be almost as high
as that of the breakout pulse.
In our calculations we ignore the radius at which the
thick wind ends. Once the wind density drops abruptly
the forward shock becomes inefficient and the luminosity
fades quickly (Chevalier & Irwin 2011). Since the mass
of the progenitor at birth is limited, and the mass in the
wind needed for an extended breakout is considerable, it
is expected that the light curves we present will be termi-
nated at some point. For example, in order for the light
curve to remain bright until tSP the wind mass must
be & Mej . Even when Mw > Mej the collected mass
is ∝ t1/2 after tSP , limiting the lifetime of the bright
emission. In terms of the prospects of observing X-rays,
this consideration makes earlier breakouts more attrac-
tive, since the mass that early breakout events collect by
the time that the hard component dominates is lower.
We do not address the extinction of soft X-rays due
to photoabsorption by partially ionized unshocked wind
(Chevalier & Irwin 2012). This process may suppress
softer-end photons of the hard component as well as hard
photons of the soft component, if the latter is far from
thermal equilibrium. If photoabsorption is important
then the observed flux of soft X-rays is lower than the
one that we predict.
Finally, our treatment ignores the contribution of emis-
sion from ejecta mass before it is shocked by the reverse
shock. Once the optical depth of the wind drops, this
emission becomes similar to the emission from a typi-
cal SN without a thick wind (e.g., typical IIP, Ib and
Ic SNe). The emission from the forward shock that we
consider here always outshines this emission (in terms of
bolometric luminosity). But, at late times, when most of
the forward shock emission is in hard photons, the con-
tribution from inner layers may dominate the IR-optical
emission.
To conclude, breakouts through thick winds produce
very bright SNe with a potential for detection across the
entire electromagnetic spectrum. The brightest phase is
the breakout, which is typically dominated by optical-
UV emission. In that case early X-ray emission is sup-
pressed, but X-rays becomes harder and their luminosity
rises quickly after the breakout, peaking at most after
∼ 10− 50 tbo.
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